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a b s t r a c t

Understanding the behavior of a plasma chamber component in the fusion environment requires a simu-
lation technique that is capable of integrating multi-disciplinary computational codes while appropriately
treating geometric heterogeneity and complexity. Such a tool should be able to interpret phenomena from
mutually dependent scientific disciplines and predict performance with sufficient accuracy and consis-
tency. Integrated multi-physics simulation predictive capability (ISPC) relies upon advanced numerical
simulation techniques and is being applied to ITER first wall/shield and Test Blanket Module (TBM)
imulation
designs. In this paper, progress in ISPC development is described through the presentation of a num-
ber of integrated simulations. The simulations cover key physical phenomena encountered in a fusion
plasma chamber system, including tritium permeation, fluid dynamics, and structure mechanics. Inter-
face engines were developed in order to pass field data, such as surface deformation or nuclear heating
rate, from the structural analysis to the thermo-fluid MHD analysis code for magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) velocity profile assessments, or from the neutronics analysis to the thermo-fluid analysis for

, resp
temperature calculations

. Introduction

The behavior of a plasma chamber nuclear component in the
usion environment is complex. Understanding and predicting its
erformance requires many specialized computational codes, such
s Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) code for neutronics, compu-
ational fluid dynamics (CFD)/thermo-fluid codes for first wall
FW) surface and structural temperatures, structural codes for
tress/deformation analysis, and mass transport modeling for tri-
ium permeation estimation. Because of the interdependent nature
f these phenomena, it is essential to apply an integrated multi-
hysics simulation capability. The need for an integrated simulation
redictive capability (ISPC) is further increased by the complex

eometry of the fusion system. It has been demonstrated that these
nalyses should be performed in 3D, with a true geometric CAD
epresentation, in order to achieve high-quality predictions [1].
ncluding geometrical details into the analysis is crucial in pre-
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ectively. Near-term effort toward further ISPC development is discussed.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

dicting performance with a reasonable level of accuracy. An ISPC
that can handle the complicated geometry of manufactured com-
ponents can substantially reduce the risk and cost of developing the
complex multi-dimensional system comprising the plasma cham-
ber in-vessel components. During the conceptual design phase,
design analysis can help to optimize and increase design margins.
During the engineering design phase, design analysis can eliminate
a significant number of design flaws. The process of ISPC develop-
ment will also serve to integrate results of ongoing R&D and will
ultimately provide a validated predictive capability for DEMO.

A multi-physics simulation model, centering on CAD, has been
proposed and launched in the ITER first wall (FW)/shield blanket
and ITER Test Blanket Module (TBM) design activities [2–6]. This
paper presents and discusses progress toward the development of
ISPC, followed by a short description of the framework of ISPC. Rec-
ognizing that the scientific and technical challenges in constructing
automated, CAD-integrated, high-computing-performance, multi-
physics simulation suites are significant, this paper addresses what

we can achieve and how it can be achieved. It also addresses where
the interfaces may be, and demonstrates the importance of this
capability in designing engineering components for the machine,
such as ITER and ITER TBM. A grant effort to present this predictive
capability in a virtual world requires a much broader expertise,

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09203796
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/fusengdes
mailto:ying@fusion.ucla.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fusengdes.2010.05.015
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Nomenclature

�̄ mean value of density
C̄ mean value of species concentration
Ċs species generation rare
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xj coordinate
ūj mean velocity in j coordinate

ncluding computer and mathematical scientists, and has yet to be
aunched.

.1. The framework of ISPC

The development of ISPC relies upon advanced numerical
imulation techniques that are capable of handling geometric het-
rogeneity and complexity. The ISPC has been enabled by the
bility to perform all analyses on geometric models that are
erived from an identical representation, i.e., the CAD-based solid
odel, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The codes that simulate key phys-

cal phenomena of the plasma chamber systems form the first
omponent of the ISPC. These codes solve governing equations
haracterizing the disciplines of neutronics, electro-magnetics,
lasma–material interaction, thermo-fluids, species transport, and
tructural mechanics. Likewise, the candidate codes have to show
heir capabilities to interface with complex, three-dimensional,
rototypical-sized CAD models. Effort is ongoing to assemble a
ombination of fusion-specific research codes and existing, mature,
ff-the-shelf software. The computational codes currently under
valuation and development for use in the ISPC application are
isted in Table 1. These codes must be validated, enhanced, and
uned in order to be applicable to the fusion plasma chamber

nvironment. For example, constitutive equations describing the
hermal–physical properties of a heterogeneous medium of a
reeder pebble bed need to be added to the existing codes. These
roperties, as well as critical local phenomena, can be modeled in a
ner domain, while calculated results can be mapped and transmit-

Fig. 1. The framework and co

able 1
SPC uses a combination of fusion-specific research codes and off-the-shelf third-party so

Physics Analysis code

Neutronics MCNP
Attila

Electro-
magnetics

OPERA (Cubit)
ANSYS

CFD/Thermo-
fluids

SC/Tetra
Fluent (Gambit)

MHD HIMAG
Structural analysis ANSYS/ABAQUS
Species transport COMSOL
Safety RELAP5-3D MELOCR
Design 85 (2010) 1681–1688

ted to the global realm for incorporation. Off-the-shelf CFD codes
cannot analyze the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) phenomena
occurring in a liquid breeder cooled blanket such as a DCLL (dual-
coolant lead–lithium). Consequently, a fusion-specific liquid metal
MHD code has to be developed and incorporated into the integrated
simulation suite. The advancement of capabilities to model fusion-
specific phenomena, such as MHD and plasma facing component
(PFC) melt layer dynamics, is also foreseen as an important step of
ISPC development.

The second component includes data translation, involving effi-
cient and high-fidelity mapping or interpolation of data across
various analysis codes to enable integrated or coupled simulations
in multi-physics and multi-scale environments. This is because,
in most realistic calculations, the computational meshes used for
different physical analyses are very different in nature. Numer-
ical modeling of individual physics has its own unique mesh
resolution requirements, and thus data translation fill in. Data
translation interfaces have been developed to map the MCNP calcu-
lated nuclear heating rates at structural grid tallies to the centroid
nodes of the CFD tetrahedral mesh elements for thermo-fluid cal-
culations [2]. Furthermore, the modeling of accident scenarios, in
particular, may require a detail simulation of the effects of the entire
system on an individual component. This calls for a simulation
framework with a hierarchy built into it, so that codes that per-
form global, system-level modeling can communicate with codes
that carry out detailed, component-level modeling. Development
of this hierarchical framework will be a part of ISPC.

The third component of ISPC is computational analysis manage-
ment, including execution control, deformed geometry treatment,
and new mesh generation. MHD flows at high Hartmann num-
ber are extremely sensitive to changes in design. It is conceivable
that both static features (such as total pressure drop), as well as
dynamic or unsteady flow phenomena, could be influenced by

factors such as structural deformation due to pressure/thermal
loads (Fig. 2). We have explored non-uniform rational basis spline
(NURBS) based interpolation techniques relating mesh-based data
to the CAD model. The geometric deflection at each mesh point
and its deflections (dx, dy, and dz) are calculated from a struc-

mponents of the ISPC.

ftware.

Mesh specification

Particle in cell (PIC)
Unstructured tetrahedral mesh (node based)
Unstructured tetrahedral (Hex-) mesh (node based)
Unstructured Hex/Tet mesh (node based and edge based formulations)
Unstructured hybrid mesh (node based)
Unstructured hybrid mesh (cell based)
Unstructured hybrid mesh (cell based)
Unstructured second order Hex/Tet mesh (node based)
Unstructured second order mesh (node based)
System representation code
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with an enclosed flow channel insert made of low conductivity
ig. 2. A CAD-grid mapping technique being developed to transfer a deformed struc-
ure to HIMAG MHD meshes to study the effects of structure deformation on MHD
ow.

ural analysis. For each point d that defines the NURBS curve, the
esh element and associated vertices containing d can be located

hrough an octree search algorithm. The deflection can be mapped
nto the NURBS coefficients, and the surface can be deformed, per-

itting a new mesh to be generated on the deformed surface. The
eformed surface shapes can then be used to regenerate a vol-
me mesh for each material region [7]. The same algorithm can
e used to interpolate data between solver modules, such as fluid
echanics, heat transfer and structural analysis modules, even
hen no deformation is present. The ISPC also serves the role of
simulation-process-management system, wherein all of the data

elevant to each aspect of the simulation is stored and transmitted
o multiple solvers in appropriate formats, as well as made available
or post-processing and debugging. Post-processing, extraction of
ppropriate data, preparing time evolutions of key performance
arameters, and being able to export graphical information for

isualization are all important functions of ISPC.

Validation and verification form the fourth component of the
SPC. Validation is needed at all levels, including validation of
ndividual codes, execution procedures, data structures, and data
Design 85 (2010) 1681–1688 1683

translation techniques. Experimental data will be needed to val-
idate both individual physical models and the integrated model.
ITER and other integrated fusion testing facilities should generate
benchmark data for ISPC validation, especially on fully integrated
component-level performance in the fusion environment.

2. Application to design verification

Successful design and development of a complex system like
the ITER TBM demands a complete three-dimensional CFD/thermo-
fluid analysis with an integrated calculation of the flow field (in
the fluid components of the TBM) and the temperature field (in
both the fluid and solid components). One candidate CFD code is
SC/Tetra, a computational thermo-fluid analysis system based on
an unstructured hybrid mesh finite-volume method. The software
suite includes an automatic mesh generator capable of handling the
complex geometry of an as-manufactured component. Such a tool
is essential to reduce design uncertainties, particularly in designs
where the coolant flow distribution is relatively complicated and
involves many parallel flow paths. However, a significant challenge
arose in creating a workable CFD model, which requires the under-
lying CAD model to have zero intersecting faces. These intersecting
faces occur in the CAD model as tangential contacts between two
surfaces, existences of imperfect surface duplications, and/or tiny
gaps. Removing the intersecting faces in the CAD model was a very
time-consuming task.

As a test case, the complete CAD model of a dual-coolant lead-
lithium (DCLL) TBM design was loaded into the SC/Tetra CFD code.
The lead–lithium (PbLi) flow circuit was modeled as an ordinary
fluid, without considering MHD effects. Neglecting MHD effects
does not affect the helium fluid flow or structural temperature
calculations, since lead–lithium is thermally isolated from these
elements. The calculation provides the steady-state temperatures
in the solid and fluid parts, as well as the complete 3D flow distri-
bution of He coolant in the manifolds and in the coolant channels.

The initial model shows that helium enters the TBM through an
inlet pipe located near the bottom plane. It is then divided into 2
parallel flow paths, moving upward sequentially in groups, with 8
channels per group to cool the entire first wall. Each parallel path
supplies four channels per group through a supply manifold; how-
ever, as shown in Fig. 3 (the top two pictures), the flow is gradually
reduced as it moves away from the injection location. This implies
that the supply manifold is not large enough to equalize the pres-
sure drop. The helium flow is relatively non-uniform among the
channels within a group, and becomes tremendously reduced near
the top of the TBM (Fig. 3, bottom left), which leads to unacceptably
high surface temperatures. This reduction in flow occurs because
a portion of the flow is directed to cool both the divider and the
upper plates, due to the fact that their entrance locations are in the
line of the flow path. These modeling results are being used to mod-
ify the coolant distribution scheme in order to achieve a uniform
coolant flow, as well as to maintain the maximum temperature
within operational limits.

MHD modeling shows that the liquid metal (LM) MHD flow
characteristics are strongly driven by the temperature gradient of
the LM. Depending on the location of the LM, the flow velocity
induced by natural convection can be greater than the MHD veloc-
ity by forced convection. The consequences of natural convection
include increases in the interface temperature and heat leakage,
and reverse flow. An MHD flow analysis, integrated with heat trans-
fer and buoyancy analyses, was performed for a DCLL-type duct
material using HIMAG code. As seen in Fig. 4, there appear strong
recirculation currents caused by natural convection, and there are
flow stagnations near the top and bottom corners of the chan-
nel. Without integrating heat transfer with the MHD fluid flow
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ig. 3. Snapshots of temperature and flow characteristics of the DCLL He-circuit. T
ight: He flow characteristics in a He inlet flow distributor. Bottom left: a large non-u
emperature and flow distribution of FW He channels.

alculations, ensuing research and development (R&D) activities
ight be inadequately prescribed.
The temperature and hydraulic pressure field results in the solid

omponents were then imported as loading conditions into the
tructural analysis system (for example ANSYS structural code).
ypically, a CFD system is based on the finite-volume method, while
stress analysis system is based on the finite element method. One
ethod of coupling CFD and stress analysis codes is to convert tem-

erature field data from the CFD code to body load data in the stress
nalysis code. Similarly, static pressure load in CFD code can be

onverted to surface load in the stress analysis code. Fig. 5 shows
he CFD temperature field data for the DCLL ferritic steel structural
ox loaded into ANSYS, and the corresponding calculated stress
agnitudes. This method is advantageous if the geometry under

nalysis is very complicated, and if a fine resolution is required in
t: He inlet stream is divided into 2 parallel paths among the coolant channels. Top
ity in the flow found in the top of the He channels. Bottom right: wall/He interface

different parts of the geometry in the CFD stage versus the stress
analysis stage. For example, when setting up the thermal analysis
in the structural analysis code, particularly for a transient case, it
is necessary not only to define the film heat transfer coefficient,
but also the ambient temperature for each individual surface node,
in order to arrive at an actual bulk temperature at solid [8]. One
advantage of the computational mesh constructed by SC/Tetra is its
ability to mesh solid and fluid domains separately. For example, the
model can be generated with only tetrahedral elements in the solid
thermal-stress domain and with a hybrid mesh (a mixture of tetra-

hedrons, prisms, hexahedrons, etc.) in the fluid domain. Because
the hybrid mesh and variables on nodes are compatible between
structural analysis FEM elements and node-based CFD elements,
the temperature distribution of not only the solid, but also of the
mesh, can be directly applied to the thermal-stress analysis. On the
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ig. 4. Streamlines revealing complex PbLi MHD flow characteristics in a typical
CLL channel under nuclear heating.
ther hand, the temperature field data can be directly mapped to
tructural meshes that were generated by the finite element struc-
ural analysis code. The ability to use separate, tailor-made meshes
or the thermo-fluid and thermal-stress calculations, by the use of

ig. 5. Temperature field data from the CFD stage, loaded into structural analysis meshes
hich need to be ameliorated in the next design.
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data mapping between the two computational codes, provides an
effective means for developing ISPC.

3. Predicting nuclear performance to a reasonable level of
accuracy

One objective of the ITER TBM testing is to provide data about
tritium generation in a DEMO look-alike blanket design, in order
to evaluate D-T fuel self-sufficiency. In addition, data about the
exact distribution of nuclear heating in the components will be
an important input for subsequent CFD and MHD simulations. To
pin point where monitoring instrument should be located, and to
know quantitatively the disturbance in the data that will be caused
by the instrumentation, a detailed neutronics analysis, including all
geometric and composition details, becomes a prerequisite for any
meaningful ITER TBM nuclear experiments. This is evident from
a recent 3D neutronics analysis of a DCLL TBM, where the sur-
rounding water-cooled frame and other in-vessel components are
included in the calculation [1]. The DCLL TBM is geometrically com-
plex and is composed of multiple materials. To account for these
complexities, the DAG-MCNP code [1,9] was used to perform 3D
nuclear analysis of the TBM. Because neutrons ejected from the
plasma will slow down as they pass through the water in the water-
cooled frame, and because slower neutrons more efficiently breed
tritium in Li-6, the calculated tritium production rate is higher at
the edges of the module (Fig. 6). The total tritium generation rate in
the PbLi is 4.19 × 10−7 g/s during a D-T pulse with 500 MW fusion
power, which is approximately 45% lower than the value obtained
from 1D estimates [1]. The calculated total nuclear heating in the
TBM is 0.374 MW. It is interesting to note that this is 35% lower than
that estimated based on 1D models [1]. These findings demonstrate
the need to account for all geometrical details and heterogeneities
in order to accurately predict of nuclear parameters.

Much progress has been made recently in adapting MCNP to
complex geometry situations, which allows for the reduction of
human error, particularly as geometrical complexity increases. In
DAG-MCNP, the CAD model is read and evaluated directly by the
Monte Carlo code. This approach provides a number of advantages,
including the ability to represent surfaces beyond the limitations
of the native MCNP geometry, and the introduction of a common
domain representation that facilitates coupling to other physics

simulations.

The fundamental geometric operation in a Monte Carlo radi-
ation transport code is to test the distance between a point and
a surface, along a particular ray. The DAG-MCNP approach uses
the mesh-oriented database (MOAB) [10] and Common Geometry

for stress assessment. Several high stress concentration locations were identified,
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ig. 6. Tritium production profile at the DCLL mid-plane. The high values near the
dges (circled regions) were caused by the stainless steel water frame.

odule (CGM) [11] software libraries to provide this ray-surface
ntersection capability at the surfaces of the CAD-based solid model.
he overwhelming majority of execution time in a direct geometry
pproach is taken up by the ray tracing used to track particles as
hey travel through and interact with the domain. Several methods
ave been developed to accelerate this calculation. The most signifi-
ant of these accelerations is to perform facet-based ray tracing. The
esulting code runs at speeds approximately 2–4 times faster than
tandard MCNP, with negligible loss of accuracy in typical cases.
ef. [1] gives detailed description of these accelerations.

The workflow includes several steps. The initial step is to con-
truct the geometrical model in a CAD-based system. It is essential
o ensure that the model is “clean”, with each point in the space
niquely defined in a single volume. This might require some repair
or overlapping volumes, or to establish proper contact between
djacent volumes. Another part of the geometry preparation is to
liminate duplication of surfaces between adjacent volumes in the
odel [9]. The result is a series of contiguous volumes, separated

rom each other by surfaces each shared by two volumes, with
emaining surfaces bounding a single volume, with void space on
he outside. This makes finding the volume entered after crossing
surface a topological check, which is much more efficient than

ay tracing. The most complicated and tedious step in preparing
eometry for analysis is the generation of the complement, or void
pace, which surrounds all the solid/liquid objects in a model. An
pproach in which the complement is represented implicitly has
een developed and is a standard feature of DAG-MCNP [9].

. Integrated simulation for tritium permeation analysis

In most realistic calculations, numerical modeling of separate
hysics involves separate numerical schemes and computational
esh resolutions. However, if the numerical techniques for the
ifferent physical analyses (e.g., heat conduction and species dif-
usion) are analogous, it is advantageous to extend the code’s
apability to solve both physical phenomena and therefore avoid
ransfer and interpolation of field data across codes, and the resul-
ant risk of introducing error. It is feasible to extend thermo-fluid
Design 85 (2010) 1681–1688

code to also perform tritium transport analysis. This is particularly
crucial for accurate prediction of the rate of tritium permeation
from the breeding zones to the coolant. Tritium permeation char-
acteristics and quantity are governed by multi-physics phenomena,
including a convection term from the fluid flow, temperature-
dependent diffusion coefficients, tritium production profiles, and
multiple tritium species. The SC/Tetra CFD thermo-fluid code was
chosen for evaluation because of its superior speed and large-scale
simulation capability. SC/Tetra solves the diffusive species conser-
vation equation. Additionally, it can model chemical reactions and
flow in porous media. These capabilities serve as the basis for ana-
lyzing the tritium permeation rate, and for designing the purge gas
system in a solid breeder blanket.

A finite-volume formulation is used in the SC/Tetra solver to
discretize the governing equations based on the cell vertex for-
mulation. During the execution, zero-thickness gap elements are
inserted at the material interfaces. Inserting gap element layers
places one extra node at the exact location of each node along
the boundaries between two different materials, making the mesh
discontinuous across the boundaries. The gap elements define the
movement of heat and of species between the elements on both
sides. The equation to be solved for conservation of diffusive species
in a turbulent flow is expressed in terms of the mean values and
the perturbations thus:

∂�̄C̄

∂t
+ ∂ūj�̄C̄

∂xj
= ∂

∂xj

[
�̄Dm

∂C̄

∂xj
− �̄u′

jC̄
′
]

+ �̄Ċs (1)

where Dm is as the mass diffusivity coefficient, and is usually a
tensor; here, it is assumed to be isotropic.

�̄u′
j
C̄ ′ is the amount of diffusive species transported by turbu-

lence and is modeled as

�̄u′
jC̄

′ = −�̄Dmt
∂C̄

∂xj
(2)

where Dmt is the turbulent diffusion coefficient, and can be obtained
using the turbulent Schmidt number (0.9) and the eddy viscosity
obtained from respective turbulence model.

In this initial development, only equilibrium tritium transport
physics is considered. Further effort is needed to account for tritium
kinetics. The boundary conditions to be applied at the solid/liquid
interface under the equilibrium conditions include: (1) using Siev-
ert’s law for equilibrium concentration estimation at the solid face
of the interface, in which the discontinuity of the concentration
profile is simulated; (2) ensuring a continued diffusive flux at
the interface. During the flow solving process, prism layers were
inserted into the fluid wall boundaries to simulate viscous sub-
layer flow phenomena. In executing the diffusive flux continuity
boundary condition, a prism layer was also inserted on the solid
side of the solid/fluid interface. This approach requires no addi-
tional treatment for calculating and extracting the surface area of
the corresponding solid and fluid faces at the interface. This capa-
bility has been applied to designing the helium purge gas system
in a solid breeder unit which involves a turbulent helium coolant
flow in rectangular channels, porous purge gas flow characteris-
tics in the breeding zone, temperature and tritium species diffusion
and transport calculations over the breeding zone, coolant contain-
ing structures, and coolant flow. An example tritium concentration
profile across various regions of the breeding zone is shown in
Fig. 7. Here, a purge gas is injected near the top of the breeding
zone and close to the FW, and is removed at the bottom, near the

back. Fig. 7 shows that tritium appears to accumulated at the bot-
tom front of the breeding zone, and to be more diffuse at the hot
side of the structure. This may require that the injection point of the
purge gas should be moved toward the mid-plane of the breeding
zone. Additional details of this work including a benchmark anal-
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code with 3D SC/Tetra fluid flow models [16]. In this technique, the
data exchange between 1D and 3D is automatically performed in
an arbitrary iteration step, which allows much more data exchange
and higher accuracy. Efforts are underway to implement similar
techniques for integrating MELCORE and/or RELAP5 with a 3D CFD
ig. 7. Calculated tritium concentration profiles in various parts of a solid breeder
ottom part of the breeding zone. Tritium concentration profiles in the containing s

sis with the experimental data from reference [12] are presented
n a companion paper [13].

. Multi-scale simulations add critical insights

While finite-difference or finite element numerical-scheme-
ased computational codes can provide a basis for describing most
f the chamber component physics, it is still necessary to inte-
rate mini-scale discrete element and/or system analysis codes for
nhanced understanding of the phenomena involved, such as the
eramic breeder blanket pebble bed thermo-mechanics and pri-
ary coolant flow transient behavior.

.1. Integration between discrete element and continuous model
or pebble bed thermo-mechanics

Maintaining the integrity and thermo-mechanical state of the
eramic breeder pebble bed throughout its lifetime is crucial to
he success of ceramic breeder blanket designs. In a typical design
nalysis, the stress and strain generated by the differential ther-
al expansion between the pebble bed and its containing structure

an be estimated using a continuum model. Such a model uses
tructural analysis code like ANSYS, incorporating experimen-
ally derived thermal–physical and mechanical properties. Strictly
peaking, the pebble bed cannot be viewed as a solid; the pebbles
an behave like fluid, deforming or sliding away from their original
ositions under compressive loads. To handle particle movement
nd assess the consequence of the generated stress on the peb-
les’ integrity, a discrete element model (DEM) can be employed
14,15]. Efforts are under way to integrate macroscopic stress and
train magnitudes that are calculated by a continuum model, as the
echanical boundary conditions for the estimation of the micro-

copic inter-particle contact force by means of DEM simulation.

.2. A 1D–3D CFD/thermo-fluid integrated simulation

The internal flow behavior of a plasma chamber component sim-
lated by a 3D CFD code is affected by its flowing system network
omponents (i.e., pump, heat exchanger, etc.) typically modeled
y 1D (or simplified 3D) system code. A 1D–3D co-simulation can
ore realistically model internal thermo-fluid behavior while elim-

nating uncertainties in the boundary conditions assumed in the
D model. Example problems concern FW temperature evolutions

nder a loss of flow transient and/or heat exchanger operational
cenarios under ITER pulse operations. Regarding the second prob-
em, a question arises: how would the heat exchanger be designed
o follow an ITER inductive pulse in which, within a 1800 s burn, the
lasma stays on for only about 400 s and off for more than 1100 s?
(The non-symmetrical purge gas flow results in a higher tritium concentration at
res reflect this effect.).

Under such an operation, should the coolant inlet temperature be
maintained at a constant value over the course of each pulse, with
the heat exchanger providing residual heat removal during plasma
off? Or should the FW/blanket temperature profile be kept at a
quasi-steady state to avoid thermal fatigue by by-passing the water
from the heat exchanger? The water outlet temperature evolutions
during an inductive pulse are plotted in Fig. 8 for each of these two
scenarios. In the first scenario, with the heat exchanger being in
a stand-by mode, the outlet temperature increases during plasma
off, but returns to its steady state condition if the inlet tempera-
ture can be brought back to its normal operational during plasma
on. In the second scenario, the water outlet temperature decreases
during plasma off if the inlet temperature is maintained at its orig-
inal state. These preliminary calculations have not considered the
time delay caused by the water circuit, which could be estimated by
RELAP5 or a similar code. To capture the effect of the flow circuit
on an engine cooling problem, a co-simulation methodology has
been developed using CFDLink for integrating 1D Flowmaster CFD
Fig. 8. The impact of heat exchanger operational scenarios on water temperature
under an ITER inductive pulsed operation (Case 1 is a constant water inlet temper-
ature of 100 ◦C during plasma off. Case 2 involves no heat exchanger during plasma
off; water inlet temperature is 100 ◦C during plasma on.).
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ode, which allows for the development of a more sophisticated
perational control algorithm in ISPC.

. Summary and future work

The progress of ISPC development has been presented through
number of integrated simulations of key physical phenomena

ncountered in a fusion plasma chamber system. These analy-
es were all performed on CAD-based solid models. The ability
o interface with a prototypical-sized CAD model offers realistic
nd consistent evaluations of design performance. The analysis has
elped to identify areas where design improvement is needed. The
ombined effect on DCLL performance of liquid metal MHD, tem-
erature gradients, and FCI structural deformation represents the
ost challenging task within this development. An example inte-

rated thermo-fluid MHD simulation was performed for a single
CLL-like duct; however, much progress is still needed in this area.

nterface engines were developed in order to pass the deformed
urface data from the structural analysis to the thermo-fluid MHD
nalysis code for MHD velocity profile assessment. Complex veloc-
ty and temperature profiles calculated from a thermo-fluid code
ave been integrated into a mass transport equation in order to
etter account for the effects of temperature and flow on tritium
ermeation. A 3D neutronics analysis of a DCLL TBM integrated with
he surrounding water-cooled frame has been performed, which
eveals the importance of including geometric details into the per-
ormance prediction. Near-term ISPC development has been laid
ut, in which the main focus includes continuing to advance fusion-
pecific research codes such as HIMAG; enhancing and validating
ff-the-shelf third-party software for fusion plasma chamber appli-
ations; and developing integrated, multi-scale simulations.
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